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CAMS 232 
Assessment 1: Concert Review 

Elysse Turner 4503235 
 

Part One: Recent Classical Music Review Analysis 
 
Critic in training: Paul Selar reviews Don Giovanni 

www.theoperablog.com 

Paul Selar, a self confessed opera lover from Melbourne has been 

reviewing performances online since 2009, starting with a 

personal blog before starting to write reviews for Bachtrack.  

Selar has previously written 4 other reviews for 

theoperablog.com, with this review of Don Giovanni being the 

most recent. 

The review by Selar is one, which is done via the guidance of 

professional critics.  Having this listed at the top of the article 

creates awareness for the audience while also providing the 

review with a sense of informed authenticity.  Thus giving the 

reader an evaluation of the concert, which aims to give a fair 

analysis. 

Selar begins his review by commenting on Teddy Tahu Rhodes, 

the actor playing Don Giovanni who is highly acclaimed for his 

work in that role during 2011.  The performance Selar attended 

however was in 2014, and with the a new production comes a new 

interpretation, this particular performance featured elements of 

opera buffa and drama giocoso giving the performance a playful 

and comic blend, which mixed in with the serious and 

melodramatic themes introduced from the very start of the opera 

result in an interesting balance to the performance. 

Selar praises the music composed by Mozart which allows for the 

audience to experience a range of emotions from fear to 

forgiveness, commending also, conductor Jonathan Darlington 

who “keeps the Australian Opera and Ballet Orchestra tightly 



bound to extract every emotion, allowing the story to simmer 

along.” (2014) 

Director McVicar uses his talents to showcase a story, which 

flows in a comprehensible fashion despite the tangled synopsis.  

The cast is also said to have tremendous acting abilities and vocal 

talents, which help carry the performance, notable mentions are 

made to Teddy Tahu Rhodes for his mastery of Don Giovanni with 

a flair of spoilt boyishness, Nicole Car as Donna Elvira who 

oscillates between love and jealousy for Giovanni, and Shane 

Lorencev whose comic depiction of Leporella was accompanied 

by beautiful, strong vocals. 

Ancient catacombs under a Viennese church inspired the sets, 

designed by Robert Jones.  This imagery works together with the 

play to conjure a “ravaged, underground world ruled by the 

licentious nobleman himself” (Selar 2014).  The costumes set in 

the 18th century create a world, which paired with the lighting 

expertise of David Finn express a feeling of depravity to the 

environment the opera is set in. 

Selar ends his review with commendations of the performance, 

urging others to attend the performance.  Selar states: “This is a 

must see production which sweeps you along in operatic bliss in 

the hunt for the Don whether you’re feeling an ounce of pity for 

him or not. “ (2014). 

 

Reference: 

Selar, P 2014, Critic in training: Paul Selar reviews Don Giovanni, 

The Opera Blog, performance review, viewed 30th August 2014, 

<http://www.theoperablog.com/critic-in-training-paul-selar-

reviews-don-giovanni/> 
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Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra's Mahler "Resurrection" 

misses the mark 

www.bachtrack.com 

Jack Johnson has his postgraduate degree in Music at King’s 

College London and now works in development for an arts 

charity.  He can play a range of instruments including piano and 

clarinet and is also a member of a number of choirs.  His passions 

lie in music by Back, Prokofiev and the neglected choral works of 

Hummel.  He currently has 11 reviews on bachtrack.com, with this 

review being the most recent. 

Johnson begins his review with a quote from composer, Mahler, 

stating: “a symphony must be like the world.  It must contain 

everything”.  This brilliant mantra is the attitude Mahler 

approached his work with and Symphony no. 2 in C minor 

‘Resurrection’ is no different.  Mahler’s compositions attempt to 

take the audience on a journey, however Johnson notes that he 

didn’t think the Swedish Radio Symphony was able to portray this 

turmoil of emotions. 

Johnson reports that the opening of the first movement has a 

steady tempo, allowing for distinct articulation from the cellos 

and double basses and this helps to overcome the 

disadvantantages of acoustic instruments in a large area by 

creating a stronger sound.  After the opening however, the tempo 

turns to a more erratic pace resulting in pivotal climax moments 

being rushed through and losing some of their impact.  

Furthermore, it draws away from the sense of solemnity that 

Mahler calls for. 

Johnson was disappointed to find that during the 5 minute break 

Malher calls for between the first movement and the second 

movement, the audience immediately broke out into 

conversation, ruining any chance to reflect upon the music 

they’ve just experienced. 



The second and third movements were an improvement upon the 

first.  Länder was played in a delicate fashion while Scherzo 

meandered along.  What was interesting however was in the third 

movement where the piece famously climaxes with the ‘cry of 

despair’ the two vocal soloists entered the stage.  Normally these 

singers would enter after the 5 minute break to perform, 

however this interpretation of Mahler’s music thought that the 

‘death shriek’ was a more fitting entrance cue.  Johnson believes 

that the drastic change in dynamics and depth of the music at 

this stage lets the performance down, despite the talent.  The 

fourth movement was delivered not next to the conductor as 

would be expected, but rather next to the percussion section to 

the left of the stage. 

Johnson believes that by the time the finale was reached it did 

not feel as though the audience had been on a journey, but 

instead lacked an overarching narrative.  He blames this on the 

musical and staging decisions that were made, saying they 

resulted in an episodic performance.  Johnson does praise 

certain aspects of the musical ensemble, from the brass passages 

off stage with their atmospheric sound, to the rich timbre and 

magical sound from the Swedish Radio Choir and Philharmonia 

Chorus.  Even if the performance foundations were not working 

in it’s favour the major climax of the piece still possessed a 

cathartic sound. 

 

Reference: 

Johnson, J 2014, Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra’s Mahler 

“Resurrection” misses the mark, bachtrack, performance review, 

viewed 31st August 2014, <	  http://bachtrack.com/review-prom-57-

resurrection-harding-swedish-august-2014> 
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Prom 59: Strauss's Elektra review – a highlight of the season 

www.thegaurdian.com 

Erica Jeal, a music critic for the Guardian and the Deputy Editor 

of Opera lives in London.  She is a mother to two young girls who 

are influenced by her love of opera.  Jeal has previously written 

review for the Guardian, with a quick search of the archives 

turning up 916 separate articles penned by her.  This review is her 

most recent piece. 

“Highlight of this season” is what Jeal has to say in regards to 

the Prom’s Strauss weekend.  Elektra, the BBC Symphony 

Orchestra conducted by Semyon Bychkov had big shoes to fill 

after following Salome the night before, and they were able to 

live up to this standard set while also build upon the previous 

performance.  Each singer was able to perform their role by 

heart, without music stands to side step or sheets to fret about 

as they acted out their roles.  Because of this, director, Justin 

Waye, was able to create a more kinetic performance as 

compared to Salome. 

The orchestra’s form was vibrant, thanks to conductor, Bychkov, 

who seamlessly led the group allowing the singers to perform 

with ease.  Although the BBC Symphony Orchestra may not have 

lived up to the standards of the Opera House Orchestra, the 

performance was still tremendous.  Jeal singles out the brass 

section in particular who were “Searing at the bloodthirsty close 

of Elektra’s first monologue, t he wind dark and evil at the start of 

her scene with Clytemnestra, the whole orchestra voluptuous 

when she finally recognises her long-lost brother, Orestes.” 

(2014) 

Johan Reuter captivated the audience with her amazing voice 

while Gun-Brit Barkmin performed with great skill as a “diamond-

edged soprano” (2014), and of course Felicity Palmer gave a 

superb villainous performance without snarling a word!  The star 

of the show however, Christine Goerke, has made the role of 



Elektra her own using her huge voice to bring together the fierce 

character she is portraying. 

 

Reference: 

Jeal, E 2014, Prom 59: Strauss’s Elektra review – a highlight of 

the season, The Guardian, performance review, viewed 1st August 

2014, <http://www.theguardian.com/music/2014/sep/02/prom-

59-elektra-review-royal-albert-hall> 

 

 

Part Two: Original Classical Music Review 

 

Songs of Solemnity 

The Choir of St James’; Australian Haydn Ensemble. 

Saturday August 23rd at St James’s Church, King St, Sydney 

St James’ Church was a remarkable setting for the Choir of St 

James’ and the Australian Haydn Ensemble to collaborate 

together and create a spectacular performance of classical 

music.  Directed by Warren Trevelyan-Jones, the groups 

performed well known songs such as ‘Miserere’ by Gregorio 

Allegri; ‘Passacaglia in D minor (Bux WV 161)’ by Dietrerich 

Buxtehude; ‘Jesu, meine Freude (BWV 227)’ by	  Johann Sebastian 

Bach; and ‘Requiem (K626)’ by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. 

The Choir of St James’ with 17 members on the day performed 

Allegri’s ‘Misere’ first, encapsulating the audience with their 

simple, yet beautiful harmonies.  Following that we were 

presented with an organ piece – Buxtehude’s ‘Passacaglia in D 

minor’.  This enchanting piece was played on the church organ, 

with pipes climbing to the roof.  The long deep bass notes served 

as a constant throughout the song, allowing for the right hand to 

proceed with enchanting ornamentation. 

‘Jesu, meine Freude’ from Bach was an elaborate piece with it’s 11 

movements, which employed the use of repetition and symmetry 
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to create a masterpeiece which alternated between scripture 

from the Bible and religious poem regarding the challenges of 

Christian life.  The piece contains a variety of polyphonic 

movements, which in itself develop contrapuntal themes.  Bach’s 

use of word painting is also employed with expert technical skill 

throughout.  In the 9th stanza, the piece sounded distinctly like a 

lullabye with at this point, four singers and an organ creating a 

slow, captivating sound which worked around the higher register, 

resulting in an eerie atmosphere with a gradual crescendo 

throughout this section.  I thought this was fitting since the song 

was most likely composed for a funeral. The final movement also 

ends on a similar note, in a slow reflective fashion, the choir 

acting as a whole unit without fancy counter melodies or repeats, 

giving the piece a final and grave ending. 

‘Requiem’ by Mozart was aimed to be the highlight of the night, 

with the Australian Haydn Ensemble taking a more active role in 

this piece.  We start with a violin introduction, which ends with 

the other instruments joining in with the choir.  The drums helped 

emphasise the dramatic sound of the piece in sections where 

they were employed, while as a singer myself I appreciated the 

elaborate melismas present in the female harmonies.  In the 3rd 

movement, a pattern emerges between the bass and soprano 

parts creating what almost seems like a battle between the parts 

but is probably more accurately a call and response technique 

which develops into countermelodies with sopranos taking on a 

fast, high paced, and eerie sound, while the basses sing strong 

foreboding notes underneath.  The piece was intriguing because 

of the variety of elements and instrumental groupings it 

employed, making the song stand out on the night. 

As a vocalist myself, I found these classical pieces filled with 

SATB harmonies to be insightful and intriguing, inviting me into a 

world of choral music I had not looked into much beforehand. 


